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Abstract—Dual-Active-Bridge (DAB) converter is one of the
most proposed topologies when considering DC/DC bidirectional
isolated power conversion. In these applications, the power
density of the converter is one of the main optimization goals.
To improve power density, interleaved Input-Parallel Output-
Parallel (IPOP) DAB configurations are analyzed in this paper.
This configuration helps to reduce voltage and current ripple in
input and output capacitors, whose contribution in the converter
volume and weight is critical in aircraft applications. To this
aim, an analytical model to determine the voltage and current
waveforms in these components is proposed in this work. These
equations are validated through a simulation model developed in
PLECS. Finally, a comparison is presented to find the optimal
IPOP configuration in a More Electric Aircraft case study.

Index Terms—Dual-Active-Bridge, interleaved Input-Parallel
Output-Parallel, More Electric Aircraft.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the necessity to reduce the environmental impact
of aircrafts is leading the industry to research and develop on
the electrification of this mean of transport. Many electrical
actuators and electric power distribution systems are found
in literature to replace conventional technology [1]. Among
the different electrical distribution networks proposed, the
relevance of DC/DC power conversion is increasing, which is
required on the interconnection of High-Voltage DC (HVDC)
and Low-Voltage DC (LVDC) buses for power flow regulation
and feeding of energy storage systems. In both applications,
bidirectionallity and isolation between DC networks are re-
quired.

To this aim, Dual-Active-Bridge (DAB) converter has been
widely proposed in literature [2], [3]. Analytical models to
determine RMS and AVG currents in power devices [4]
and modulation strategies to wide the zero-voltage switching
operation of this converter has been previously studied [5].
However, the main drawback of DAB in More Electric Aircraft
(MEA) applications is the large output capacitor needed due
to the strict voltage ripple requirements in the LVDC bus.

To solve this issue, interleaved Input-Parallel Output-
Parallel (IPOP) configurations are considered. In interleaved
IPOP DAB, the voltage and current ripple in input and

output capacitors is reduced by shifting the modulation angles
between the power converters connected in parallel [6], [7].
Furthermore, a alternative configuration with input series con-
nection has also been proposed [8]. Nonetheless, these studies
are focused on the control strategies for voltage and/or current
balance and soft-starting schemes. Therefore, the aim of this
work is to provide an analytical model that helps to determine
the current and/or voltage waveforms of the components in
interleaved IPOP DAB by adding an interleaving angle in
single DAB models [9], [10]. These models aid in the design of
IPOP DAB, being useful to determine the impact of the output
capacitor on the converter volume and weight. Furthermore,
the influence of the interleaving angle between converters is
analyzed in the main modulation methods of DAB, providing
the optimal angle where the current stress is minimum in each
modulation. Then, this work enables the analysis of the impact
of the number of converters connected in parallel in the power
density of the IPOP DAB converter.

This work is organized as follows. In section II, the op-
erating principle of DAB converter in IPOP configuration is
presented. In section III, the analytical models to determine
the current waveforms in transformer windings are detailed.
Furthermore, the piecewise function to compute the current
stress in output capacitor is included, and is validated based
on a simulation model developed in PLECS. In section IV, a
comparison between the different IPOP DAB configurations
is detailed. Finally, conclusions are gathered in section V.

II. INTERLEAVED IPOP DAB CONVERTER

IPOP DAB converter schematic is shown in Fig. 1(a). It
is formed by two or more DAB converters connected in
parallel. DAB is composed by two full-bridge inverter and/or
rectifier stages interconnected by a power transformer. In each
converter, HVDC side is connected to the primary side of
the corresponding power transformer by S1i − S4i, while
LVDC is linked to the secondary side through S5i− S8i. This
power electronic converter acts as interface between two DC
distribution networks where bidirectionallity and isolation are
required.
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic of IPOP DAB converter and b) Gate signals, output capacitor current, and rectifier output currents when considering Np = 3

In this work, the considered modulation methods of DAB
are Single-Phase Shift (SPS) Rectangular modulation, Triple-
Phase Shift (TPS) Trapezoidal modulation and TPS Triangular
modulation. These modulation methods receive its name from
the shape of the current waveform in transformer windings. In
each modulation, the corresponding angles are computed by
adapting single DAB models [9].

As depicted in Fig. 1(b), interleaving strategy is based on the
phase-shift of the corresponding modulation angles (δ) of each
DAB converter. In this case, the converter is operating with
SPS Rectangular modulation. Thus, the modulation angles Ω1

and Ω2 are not showed. The gate signals in each full-bridge
are presented for a couple of power devices whose on state is
synchrounous (S1 and S4 in HV side, S5 and S8 in LV side).
The degrees of freedom to set the interleaving angle (ϕ), which
increase with the number of power converters considered, are
high. Therefore, in this work the interleaving angle in each
paralleled converter (ϕNi) is determined with (1):

ϕNi = Ni−1 ϕ . (1)

This assumption leads in most cases to non-rectangular,
trapezoidal or triangular current waveforms flowing through
the output capacitor, whose main benefit is the reduction of
the ripple. Nevertheless, at certain values of the interleaving
angle, i.e. ϕ = π/Np and its multiples, the frequency of the

capacitor current waveform is increased in a factor equal to
the number of paralleled converters [6]. This phenomena is
presented in Fig. 1(b) for Np = 3, where the frequency of the
output capacitor current (iCLV) is three times the frequency of
the output current in the rectifier stages (iRect1, iRect2, iRect3).

In MEA applications, the strict LV ripple requirement leads
to consider IPOP structures working with the exposed inter-
leaving strategy. With this strategy, current and voltage ripple
in output capacitor is reduced, as well as the corresponding
capacitor size in LV side. However, the impact of the number
of converters considered in the IPOP structure on the resulting
volume of the isolation stage, which is related to the area
product of each power transformer, must be studied in detail.
Then, the optimal design tradeoff is found reducing the volume
and/or weight of the output capacitor without compromising
resulting volume of the power transformers included.

Hereinafter, the analytical model of IPOP DAB for i con-
verters working in parallel is detailed. This model helps to
analyze the impact of the interleaving angle on the result-
ing RMS current in output capacitor in different modulation
methods, likewise to design the input and/or output capacitors.
Moreover, main parameters that impact on the volumetric
power density of each IPOP DAB configuration are further
analyzed.



III. ANALYTICAL MODELLING

To determine the current stress in output capacitors with
the different modulation methods, an analytical model based
on Fourier series analysis is presented in this section for IPOP
configuration. To this aim, equivalent circuit of DAB presented
in Fig. 2 is utilized.

A. Fourier Analysis

Using the phasor diagram of the AC frequency link in DAB
converter presented in Fig. 3 [10], the voltages on primary
and secondary side of the transformer of the ith paralleled
converter are defined as:

vi1 (t) =

∞∑
h=1

V h1 sin (h(ωt+ δ − ϕNi)) , (2)

vi2 (t) =

∞∑
h=1

V h2 sin (h(ωt− ϕNi)) , (3)

where V h1 and V h2 are the amplitudes of the hth harmonic,
which are computed with (4) and (5):

V h1 = VHV
2

hπ
cos (hΩ1) (1 − cos (hπ)) , (4)

V h2 = VLV
2

hπ
cos (hΩ2) (1 − cos (hπ)) . (5)

where Ω1 and Ω2 are the phase-shift angles between half-
bridge branches in primary and secondary sides in TPS
modulations. Then, the voltage difference in the AC link of
the hth harmonic in the ith converter the voltage drop in the
decoupling inductance (Lσ) is determined:

∆vi (t) =

∞∑
h=1

∆V h cos (h (ωt− ϕNi) + ψ∆) , (6)

where the amplitude of the hth harmonic and the phase (ψ∆)
are defined as:

∆V h =

√(
V h1
)2

+
(
V h2
)2 − 2V h1 V h2 cos (h δ) (7)

ψ∆ = arctan

(
V h1 sin (h δ)

V h1 cos (h δ) − V h2

)
− π

2
sign

(
V h1 cos (h δ) − V h2

)
. (8)

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of DAB.

Fig. 3. Phasor diagram for Ni IPOP DAB converters.

Finally, the current waveform of the ith converter that flows
through the decoupling inductance is:

iiLσ (t) =

∞∑
h=1

IhLσ sin (h (ω t− ϕNi) + ψ∆) , (9)

where the amplitude of the hth harmonic is computed with
(10):

IhLσ =
∆V h

2π hfsw Lσ
. (10)

With the presented analytical model, voltage and current
waveforms in transformer windings can be determined. More-
over, it is possible to establish the current and voltage wave-
forms in the power devices and input/output capacitors based
on these models.

B. Output Capacitors

Since volume and weight of output capacitors are the main
disadvantage when considering MEA applications, its analyt-
ical model is presented in this section based on the voltage
and current waveforms in transformer windings. Therefore,
the piecewise functions of the current waveform in output ca-
pacitors are presented for the considered modulation methods.

1) SPS Rectangular modulation: In this modulation
method, the voltage in the secondary winding of the power
transformer is possitive or negative. Therefore, the piecewise
function of the rectifier output current waveform in the ith
converter is determined with (11):

iiRect (t) =


iiLσ if V i2 (t) > 0

−iiLσ if V i2 (t) < 0

(11)

Then, the current waveform in the output capacitor is
defined as:

iCout =

Np∑
i=1

iiRect −
P

VLV
(12)

where P is the output power. It is important to note that
(12) is obtained under the assumption of relatively large



output capacitor. Thus, the current ripple in the LVDC bus
is neglected.

2) TPS Trapezoidal and Triangular modulations: In these
modulation methods, the voltage waveform in the secondary
side is possitive, negative or zero. Thus, the resulting ouput
current waveform of the rectifier stage in the ith converter is
computed with (13):

iiRect (t) =



iiLσ if V i2 (t) > 0

0 if V i2 = 0

−iiLσ if V i2 (t) < 0

(13)

As in SPS Rectangular modulation, the current waveform
in the output capacitor is determined by using (12). In the
following section, the validation of the exposed equations
based on a simulation model is presented.

C. Validation based on Simulation

To validate the analytical models presented in this work, a
simulation model is developed in PLECS for a MEA case
study. In Table I, the design specifications utilized in this
section are listed. Moreover, SPS Rectangular modulation is
considered for the design procedure [4]. To determine the
corresponding decoupling inductance, the total power transfer
P is divided by the number of converters connected in parallel
Np.

To evaluate the impact of working with different modulation
methods, the validation is presented at high, medium and low
power transfer. Therefore, the selected power transfer levels
are 10, 5 and 1.5 kW when working with SPS Rectangular,
TPS Trapezoidal and TPS Triangular modulations respectively.

In Fig. 4, the RMS current calculated that flows through
the output capacitor is shown for different interleaving angles.
Regardless the number of paralleled converters, the current
stress is symmetric about π/2. The same trend is observed
in all the considered modulations. Furthermore, the minimum
current stress in each configuration is found at π/Np. At high-
power transfer, the reduction of the current stress in the global
minimum for Np = 2 is below the 50 % compared to non-
interleaved IPOP DAB, i.e. ϕ = 0 rad. However, when the

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Units

VHV 270 V
VLV 27 V
n 10 -
Np [2 3 4 5] -
P 10 kW
fsw 100 kHz
δlim 70 ◦

Lσ [17.32 26 34.65 43.31] µH
CLV 3 mF

number of converters connected in parallel is increased, the
minimum of the normalized current is close to 1/Np times
the current stress at ϕ = 0. This reduction on the current
stress slightly increase when working with TPS Trapezoidal
at medium power transfer.

Finally, simulation results from PLECS and analytical re-
sults computed in MATLAB from the current waveforms are
depicted together, showing a good agreement. Main differ-
ences between analytical and simulation are found in SPS
Rectangular modulation when Np = 2 due to the capacitance
utilized, which must be higher in this case. Therefore, the
analytical models presented in this work are validated.

IV. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF IPOP DAB

Once the analytical models have been validated, the se-
lection of the optimal number of converters is aimed in
this section. To this objective, the volume of the LV and
HV capacitors is computed based on manufacturer data for
MKP capacitors, while the power transformer volume (VTr)
is estimated from required area product (Ap) considering EE
planar cores [11] with (14):

VTr = KL (Ap)
3/4

, (14)

where KL is the magnetic core constant, which is obtained
from curve fitting for a specific core geometry. In order to
compute the power losses in switching devices, the selected
HV and LV semiconductors are C3M0045065D (SiC) and
STP240N10F7 (Si).

Fig. 4. RMS current that flows throught output capacitor in interleaved IPOP DAB considering the main modulation methods. Left: Np = 2, Middle: Np = 3,
Right: Np = 4.



Fig. 5. Volume of passive devices regarding the number of converters.

In Fig. 5 the resulting volume of the output capacitor and
power transformer stage is presented. As long as the number
of converters (Np) increase, the required volume of the output
capacitor is lower due to the reduction on the capacitance
needed to satisfy MEA specifications. In this work, the max-
imum voltage ripple allowed is a 50% of the MEA limit, i.e.
1.5V in LVDC. However, the total volume of the transformer
stage increase with the number of converters. Therefore, the
optimal number of converters to minimize the resuling volume
of the most critical passive devices in DAB converter is found
from 5-8 converters when considering interleaved IPOP DAB
configurations.

Then, a spider-chart comparison is shown in Fig. 6 to
detail the benefits and drawbacks of increasing the number
of parallel converters in IPOP DAB configurations. Therefore,
minimum, optimal and twice the optimal number of converters,
i.e. Np=1, Np=5 and Np=10, are presented. Main benefits are
the reduction of the RMS current stress in output capacitor,
as well as its required volume. Moreover, the power losses
in the converter tends to decrease as higher is the number
of paralleled converters due to the reduction of the current
stress per power device. Nevertheless, the number of power
devices (Nsw), the volume of the power transformer, and the
required decoupling inductance are larger. It is important to
note that the leakage inductance of the power transformer
is often used as the decoupling inductance in order to save
volume of the converter, which becomes a complex task as
higher is the required inductance. Thus, an external inductor
may be added in series to the power transformer, penalizing
the resulting power density of the converter.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, analytical models to determine the current
waveforms in interleaved IPOP DAB configuration are pre-
sented. These equations are useful to predict the impact of
interleaved IPOP DAB in different modulation methods. The
optimal angle to work with IPOP interleaved is π/Np regard-
less the modulation method. Moreover, the results obtained
with the simulation model developed in PLECS validate the
analytical equations in a MEA case study. In this application,
the number of converters connected in parallel in the IPOP
DAB is set to five in order to reduce the output capacitor

Fig. 6. Spider chart comparison of different IPOP DAB configurations.

volume without penalizing the isolation stage. The performed
spider-chart comparison reveals that RMS current and volume
of the output capacitor, and power losses are improved com-
pared to non-paralleled DAB. However, the required number
of switches, decoupling inductance and the estimated volume
of the power transformer increase.
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